SELF-PROPELLED TURNERS

- Outstanding capacities
- Powerful & robust
- All-terrain manoeuvrability
- High quality of aeration
- Extensive choice of models
- Operator comfort & safety
OVERVIEW

- Protective curtain
- Engine compartment
- Windrow tunnel
- Operator cabin
- Track clearers
- Rotor Drum
- Easy and comfortable service

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES

- Irrigation connections
- Winding/Unwinding device for windrow fleece covers
- Automatic irrigation hose roller
- Spraying device: tank, pump, sprayers
- Wheels or tracks
- Reinforced rotor drum with protection against abrasion
EXCELLENT AERATION QUALITY
MENART turners have been specially designed to optimize the aeration and mixing process: large trapezoidal tunnel, powerful rotor drum, no compacting whorl, left-right crossing flow.

OUTSTANDING MACHINE MANOEUVRABILITY
Menart turners can lift up by 50 cm to ensure advancement continuation if there is an obstacle in the windrow. MENART turners are the only ones that can tilt forward or backward for ease and safe movement in slopes. Moreover, the left and the right tracks are independent and can adapt to the ground.

PAD SPACE OPTIMIZED
The SPM turners are equipped with powerful track clearers to improve adherence. Plus, windrows can be brought closer on the site gaining space. On the other hand, MENART turners are big but compact. The turning area is minimized - their 4x4 individual wheel control allows spinning « on itself ».

MAXIMUM DRIVER COMFORT
The cabins are the most modern with all-around visibility and pressurized air conditioning. Joy stick controls are « at hand » for easy use. A fun and intuitive touch screen allows the operator to have all the machine information at a glance. The engine compartments are soundproofed.

OPERATORS SAFETY
MENART turners are easy and safe to maintain thanks to a large and secure platform. The tunnel is equipped with projectiles protections: rubber curtain and adjustable metallic deflector at the rear.

SIDE-DISCHARGE TURNERS
MENART has developed 2 side-discharge turners: one self-propelled and one tractor-driven. Please, request the specific documentation.
The compost turner’s productivity can vary according to the characteristics of the worked materials. Wide field experience allows MENART turners to provide maximum performance in every circumstance.

References

MENART turners are used in all kind of materials (green waste, household waste, polluted soil, biosolids, sugar cane filter cakes, palm oil EFB, manure, ...